We describe a scheme for the encodihg and manipulation of single photon qubits in radio frequency sideband modes using standard optical elements. We consider here another possibility: a scheme whereby an optical qubit is encoded in the occupation by a single photon of one of two different frequency modes. Consider the logical basis whereby
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where IO), and Il)L denote the loiical states of the &bit and the notation In)+n denotes an n photon state at the frequency 3 3 relative to the average or carrier frequency W O . We shall assume that the states are indistinguishable apart from their frequencies and we note that n is taken to be a radio or microwave frequency.
If experiments in the "radio frequency basis" (RF basis) are to become viable, we would require analogies of the tools of the trade used in polarisation encoding schemes. These tools are principally the polarising beamsplitter (PBS), the half-wave plate (HWP) and the quarter-wave plate (QWP). 
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Therefore, up to a global phase, these equations are formally equivalent to those used t o describe the rotation of an arbitrary two dimensional vector through the angle 8 = 26'. we note that Q W P action can be achieved through propagation,
The situation considered so far is of course impractical, as single frequency quhits will he stationary in time. More realistically, we might consider gaussian quhits of variance 6. The fidelity between the expected output state depends strongly on the ratio of R2 to U . The fidelity also depends weakly on the rotation angle B and tends t o one &s the ratio n 2 / u ten& t o infinity. Some representative reqilts are: R2/o = 10, F = 0.942; @ f a = 100, F = 0.9939;
